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Identify catchment areas with 
high sediment yield.

OBJECTIVE 



INTRODUCTION

STUDY SITE
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§ high fish production Davao Gulf
§ a priority conservation 

area of the Sulu-Sulawesi 
Marine Ecoregion



METHODOLOGY

- a spatially semi-distributed and time continuous hydrological model

Outputs
• generated stream networks
• subbasins
• HRUs
• sediment yield

Inputs
geospatial data weather data

• DEM
• land use
• soil type

• precipitation
• relative humidity
• wind speed
• solar radiation
• temperature

(NASA SRTM, 30m)
(PhilGIS, 1km)
(BSWM, 1km)

(TRMM, 0.25o x 0.25o)
(NASA LaRC)

(NASA LaRC)
(NASA LaRC)

(NASA LaRC)

model run: 
Jan 1998 - Aug 2018 
(spin-up period: 3 years)
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STUDY SITE DESCRIPTION
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topographic map stream network 
and subbasins slope map

Geospatial data



STUDY SITE DESCRIPTION
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Geospatial data

soil map land use map



STUDY SITE DESCRIPTION
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Weather data

Episodic high precipitation events are not 
captured by the monthly-averaged data (red line).



STUDY SITE DESCRIPTION
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Weather data

+ 0.07 oC/year



VALIDATION

coefficient of determination

Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency

percentage deviation

Pearson correlation coefficient

Satisfactory:
! R2 > 0.6 

! NSE > 0.5 
! PBIAS < ±25 

! 1 > r > 0
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(Luan et al., 2018)



VALIDATION

R2 = 0.6142 NSE = 0.6090
PBIAS = 2.8711 r = 0.7837

HIJO RIVER

R2 = 0.8945 NSE = 0.6194
PBIAS = -2.1630 r = 0.9458

DAVAO RIVER

DAVAO

HIJO

Satisfactory:
! R2 > 0.6 

! NSE > 0.5 
! PBIAS < ±25 

! 1 > r > 0
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(Luan et al., 2018)



RESULTS

2011

“Davao City experienced the highest level of 
floodwaters to date, reaching up to 10 ft.”
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2013 2017

Spencer, 2019



RESULTS

monthly precipitation and sediment yield 
(January 2001 to August 2018)

0.04 t/ha/year
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RESULTS

monthly averaged precipitation and sediment yield 
(January 2001 to August 2018)
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RESULTS

total sediment yield 
(2001-2018)

• steeper topography tends to 
have higher sediment yield

• elevated sediment yield mostly 
comes from the northwest and 
northeast subbasins

• irrigated croplands have higher 
sediment yield compared to 
woodlands and dry croplands. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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• Sediment yield is greatly dictated by precipitation events, 
topography, and land use.

• This study can be used as science-based reference in 
addressing sedimentation and crafting local 
Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP).



FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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q Calibrate with observed data. 

q Incorporate land use changes.

q Apply to other areas in the Philippines.

q Use hydrodynamic model to study how the 
sediments discharged into the sea are 
dispersed.
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